We have performed molecular dynamics simulations of cascade damage in the gadolinium pyrochlore Gd 2 Zr 2 O 7 , comparing results obtained from traditional methodologies that ignore the effect of electron-ion interactions with a "two-temperature model" in which the electronic subsystem is modeled using a diffusion equation to determine the electronic temperature. We find that the electron-ion interaction friction coefficient γ p is a significant parameter in determining the behavior of the system following the formation of the primary knock-on atom (here, a U 3+ ion). The mean final U 3+ displacement and the number of defect atoms formed is shown to decrease uniformly with increasing γ p ; however, other properties, such as the final equilibrium temperature and the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function show a more complicated dependence on γ p.
Abstract
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INTRODUCTION
A closed nuclear fuel cycle will require new materials that are capable of both immobilizing high-level nuclear waste and withstanding the effects of its radiation. However, current waste form materials developed for the once-through fuel cycle may not be adequate for the refined radioactive waste produced by a closed fuel cycle. The state-of-the-art in experimental methods to quantify irradiation resistance in waste form materials has been recently reviewed [1] [2] . While these experiments are able to quantify the amount of damage sustained by a material upon irradiation, they have not been able to elucidate the mechanism involved in structural disorder following irradiation.
Only recently have atomistic simulations been used to study the damage caused by low-energy irradiation events in ceramic oxide materials [3] . Molecular statics calculations were used to compare trends in antisite defect formation energies in a range of pyrochlores [4] . More recently, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have included a low-energy primary knock-on atom (PKA) to quantify the time evolution of structural disorder following a PKA event [5] [6] [7] . Such simulations are based on simple pair potentials to govern the interatomic energies, and various post-simulation analyses are used to compare the material structure before and after the damage cascade.
Although these MD simulations have increased our understanding of material resistance to irradiation, they have omitted essential physics by neglecting the effects of energy losses to inelastic scattering by electrons. In this work, we include such electronic effects through use of a two-temperature model (TTM) molecular dynamics approach, wherein the effects of the electrons are explicitly taken into account. The electronic subsystem is represented by solving the heat diffusion equation on a regular finite element mesh, and is coupled to the atomic subsystem through an inhomogeneous finite Langevin thermostat.
In this project, we performed MD simulations on a specific pyrochlore, Gd 2 Zr 2 O 7 . Natural pyrochlores are stable over geologic times [2, 8] and are therefore potential waste form materials in the next-generation nuclear fuel cycle. Our initial simulation methodology was designed to reproduce the results of recent PKA simulations of Gd 2 Zr 2 O 7 [9] , in which electronic effects were not included. The simulations were then repeated after including electronic heating and scattering effects with a TTM.
MODELING METHODS
The model system consisted of a gadolinium pyrochlore with the formula Gd 2 Zr 2 O 7 . Although based on the fluorite structure, the inclusion of trivalent cations in pyrochlores causes the loss of one oxygen ion per formula unit. The resulting disorder among the oxygen atoms is apparent in the crystal structure shown in Figure 2 .1. MD simulations were performed with the LAMMPS code [11] . The supercell contained 3375 unit cells (297 000 atoms) of Gd 2 Zr 2 O 7 in a 15 × 15 × 15 grid with an initial lattice parameter of 157.84 Å. Potential parameters were taken from the literature [5, 9] and consisted of electrostatic interactions with Buckingham parameters for short-range interactions. No bonded terms were used, and atoms were assigned full ionic charges: O = -2e, Gd = +3e, and Zr = +4e, where e refers to the elementary charge. A short-range cutoff of 10.0 Å was used, and long-range electrostatic interactions were computed with an efficient particle-particle particle-mesh solver [12] [13] . The equilibrium lattice parameter was first determined with constant pressure simulation using a Nosé-Hoover barostat set to 0 atm with a 500 fs damping constant and a thermostat temperature of 300 K with a 100 fs damping constant. This initial simulation consisted of 5000 steps with a timestep of 2.0 fs. The average lattice parameter of 10.79 Å is in good agreement with experiment [10] .
PKA simulations were performed in the microcanonical ensemble. The initial configuration, including atomic velocities, was taken from the constant pressure simulation, so that the initial atomic temperature was 300 K. The PKA simulation was initiated by replacing a Gd 3+ ion with a PKA (a U 3+ ion). The PKA was assigned an initial velocity corresponding to a kinetic energy of 10.0 keV. A set of 20 replicate runs were performed, each with a different initial PKA direction chosen at random. A variable timestep algorithm was used to ensure that no atom traveled farther than 0.1 Å in a single timestep. The minimum and maximum timestep values were set to 0.001 fs and 2.0 fs, respectively. These variable timestep settings are consistent with a previous study [9] that we used for initial validation. To prevent drift of the atomic system due to the PKA movement, the atomic system was recentered at every timestep, and the net linear momentum of the atoms was also zeroed at every timestep.
Other researchers have used a TTM to include the effects of electrons when performing PKA simulations, but to our knowledge no one has done so for non-metallic materials such as the pyrochlore system studied here. A quartz system has been studied [14] , but not in the context of a PKA simulation. The present work shows that inclusion of a TTM in radiation damage simulations has a strong influence on materials defects produced.
TTM molecular dynamics consists of a molecular dynamics simulation using regular force field parameters to represent the atoms, with a continuum model to represent the electrons. The heat equation is solved numerically on a regular grid, and represents the thermal evolution of the electronic subsystem. In the present work we used a 10 × 10 × 10 cubic grid which corresponds to approximately 300 atoms per cell. The atomic subsystem is evolved using molecular dynamics. The two subsystems are coupled through an inhomogeneous finite Langevin thermostat as described in [14] , wherein the atoms experience Langevin forces representing their interactions with the electrons and energy is exchanged between the two subsystems such that total system energy is conserved.
In the case of materials with negligible electron thermal conductivity, as is true for pyrochlores, conduction on the electronic subsystem grid does not occur, and the electronic subsystem simply acts as an additional local heat reservoir. As will be shown, even without electron thermal conductivity, the electronic subsystem has a profound effect on the damage response of the material due to the effect of the local heat reservoir.
Accurate TTM parameters for all ion-electron interactions in Gd 2 Zr 2 O 7 would require extensive quantum calculations that were not part of this initial study. Instead, we adopted a recent approach used in TTM simulations of quartz [14] , in which the material was treated as a semiconductor. The TTM parameters and their justification are given in Table 2 .1. Corresponds to the conventional critical kinetic energy of 10 eV [16] . Number of electronic subsystem grid cells
1000
Corresponds to a 10 × 10 × 10 cubic grid.
RESULTS

Comparison with Previous Results
Our first task was to validate our MD simulation methodology by comparing results for a PKA cascade in Gd 2 Zr 2 O 7 with the literature [9] . Electronic effects were not included in this comparison. Specifically, we calculated average atomic displacements from a set of 8 simulations with a 10 keV PKA atom directed along each of the 8 body diagonals of a 13 × 13 × 13 supercell. The number of Gd, Zr, and O atoms displaced by at least 1.0 Å were 15.5, 11.4, and 645.6, respectively which is in excellent agreement with the corresponding values of 15, 12, and 610 from [9] . The average PKA displacement was found to be 130 Å, which is significantly larger than the value of 95 Å reported in [9] . However, we obtained an average PKA displacement of 93 Å using wrapped atomic coordinates (i.e., the PKA coordinates are always in the original simulation cell even if it passes through a periodic boundary), so we suspect that a similar method was used by Todorov et al [9] in calculating their PKA displacements. The true average displacement of 130 Å is very close to the supercell lattice parameter 136.8 Å, so all subsequent simulations were performed with a larger 15 × 15 × 15 supercell (157.8 Å). Results for this larger supercell are discussed in Section 3.2 and 3.3.
Temperature Profiles
Temperature Table 3 .1. Examining the temperature profiles as a function of time, there appear to be three phases occurring during the approximately 15-18 ps of simulation time described by these simulations:
1. Exponential cooling of the atomic system, accompanied by heating of the electronic subsystem, if present. 2. Linear heating of the combined system to the final equilibrium temperature. 3. Relatively small fluctuations in the final temperature following equilibration of the lattice.
Both the magnitude of the temperature changes and the length of each phase appear to depend significantly on the electron-ion friction coefficient γ p . Without the electronic subsystem, the atomic temperature decreases more slowly and does not cool to as low a temperature: cooling requires up to 0.5 ps to reach 410 K, while the TTM systems reach a minimum temperature of 335 K after approximately 0.2 ps. This minimum temperature reached by the TTM systems appears to be independent of the magnitude of the friction coefficient.
The second phase described above, heating of the combined system as a result of frictional slowing of both the ions and electrons, lengthens as the friction coefficient γ p between the subsystems increases. The heating period is almost nonexistent for the smallest γ p considered, as the relatively small value of the coefficient means little of the PKA's kinetic energy will be dissipated by friction and thereby converted to heat. However, the heating phase lasts for nearly 2.0 ps for γ p = 1.385 g mol -1 fs -1 and almost 3.0 ps in length for γ p = 2.77 g mol -1 fs -1 . The duration of the second phase appears to depend primarily on the final equilibrium temperature. An unexpected trend observed in the TTM simulations is the variability in the final temperatures. As shown in Table 3 .1, the standard deviation in the distribution of equilibrium temperatures is a rapidly increasing function of the friction coefficient γ p . This result suggests that while larger friction coefficients lead to smaller PKA displacements, larger variations in the final state of the system are also observed. The final temperature also appears to depend on the total number of grid cells in the electronic subsystem, as shown in Figure 3 .5. As the number of cells increase, the final electronic subsystem temperature also increases. This dependency on mesh refinement suggests that a very fine mesh should be used in future TTM simulations. One alternative approach would consist of moving to an atom-based representation of the electronic subsystem heat capacity in lieu of the mesh-based representation. Such an approach might be a better model of the real electronic subsystem physics in systems with low electronic thermal conductivity. 
Structural Analysis
The average number of defects as a function of time for each value of the friction coefficient γ p considered is shown in Figure 3 .6; the maximum number of defects observed is listed in Table  3 .1. The identification of atoms as "defects" follows the methodology in [14] . The number of defect atoms observed is significantly reduced by the presence of the electronic subsystem: even for γ p = 0.277 g mol -1 fs -1
, there is more than a threefold reduction in the maximum number of defect atoms relative to the system without electronic effects. As the friction coefficient γ p increases, there is a slight decrease in the equilibrium number of defect atoms; however, the rate of decrease falls off rapidly, and there is essentially no difference in the number of defect atoms between γ p = 1.385 g mol -1 fs -1 and γ p = 2.77 g mol -1 fs -1 . The ratio between the maximum number of defect atoms and the number of defect atoms after equilibration also appears to be qualitatively different for the two different types of systems. The ratio is approximately 4.5:1 without electronic effects, but approximately 6:1 for nonzero values of γ p . It further appears that there is a "saturation" value of γ p , above which there is little effect on the equilibrium number of defects. Examining the change in the number of defect atoms as a function of time, we see that the maximum number of defects occurs at around 500 ps for the supercell without electron-ion interactions. Changing the value of γ p has an unusual effect on the location of the maximum: for small values of γ p , the onset of the maximum is earlier without electronic effects. However, for the largest value of γ p considered here, the onset actually occurs later. For the TTM simulations, the time at which the equilibrium number of defects is reached is proportional to γ p .
The effect of γ p can be most directly observed in the PKA displacement as a function of time for different values of γ p . Distribution functions for the displacement of the PKA after 10,000 time steps (approximately 16 ps) is shown in Figure 3 .7; the mean and standard deviations of the displacement across the 20 vectors considered for each value of γ p are listed in Table 3 .1. It can be clearly seen that the greater the magnitude of the friction coefficient γ p , the greater the reduction in both the mean displacement and in the standard deviation of the displacements. Moreover, the relative reduction in the standard deviation is larger than the relative reduction in the displacements. This suggests that the path taken by the PKA initially follows the original velocity vector chosen for the PKA, while further away from the formation site of the PKA, displacements are more random in nature. While the presence of the PKA can induce significant local variations in the structure of the system in the vicinity of the original damage location, the overall impact of the damage cascade caused by the PKA is relatively limited. To observe this, we note the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function, which is shown for distances of r < 5 Å in Figure 3 .8 for two cases along with that of the undamaged system. Comparing the functions for the two different systems, we note that the locations of the local minima and maxima are essentially unchanged; the only difference between the two functions that can be readily observed is that the peak heights are higher for the TTM system than without electronic effects. The presence of the electronic subsystem dissipates a portion of the PKA's kinetic energy and reduces the severity of the damage cascade. Comparing these RDFs to the undamaged RDF shows the same general behavior for distances r < 4 Å, but the two peaks near r = 4.5 Å are not observed for the simulations following the damage cascade. Examining the RDFs for the TTM simulations as a function of γ p , shown in Figure 3 .9, we find that the peak heights actually decrease as a function of γ p ; unlike the high γ p case shown in Figure 3 .8, there is evidence of the two peaks near r = 4.5 Å in the RDFs for γ p = 0.277 g mol -1
fs -1 and γ p = 1.385 g mol -1 fs -1 . This suggests that the increase in kinetic energy associated with the higher equilibrium temperatures leads to greater displacements of defect atoms as the friction coefficient increases. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have used a two-temperature model, recently introduced into LAMMPS, to study cascade damage caused by formation of a U 3+ atom in the pyrochlore Gd 2 Zr 2 O 7 , with particular attention paid to the effect of the electron-ion interaction friction coefficient γ p on the dynamics and equilibrium properties. Our results show that the ability of the electronic subsystem to act as a heat "sink" for the primary knock-on atom has a major impact on the extent and severity of the resulting cascade damage. Some properties, such as U 3+ displacement distance, show the expected behavior as a function of γ p ; others, such as final equilibrium temperature or the radial distribution function, show more complicated behaviors with respect to the value of γ p . This appears to be the result of the greater, but more uniform, heat dissipation caused by the electronion interaction allows atoms in the two-temperature models to have greater kinetic energy and vibrate more around their equilibrium positions within the crystal lattice.
These results suggest that more accurate determination of the relaxation time of the electron-ion interactions is needed in order to obtain better measurements of the behavior of real materials in a cascade. Further work is also needed to investigate the dependency of the final electronic subsystem temperature on the electronic subsystem mesh refinement.
An initial extension of this work would be to perform a sensitivity analysis to determine which TTM parameters are responsible for the degree of post-cascade healing seen in the defect analysis. Additionally, quantum calculations are needed to further refine our parameter choices for the electronic specific heat and electron density. Future work should also involve an extension to other waste form materials, particularly in light of recent quantum calculations comparing disordering energies in a range of pyrochlores [17] . Trends in the number of postcascade defects from MD simulation should make for an interesting comparison with the calculated disordering energies.
